During professional learning with F1NE-TUNE,
I heard my teachers laughing, fully engaged,
and having fun learning. They enjoyed being
adult learners and approaching instruction
from a student's perspective!

MATHEMATICS
Operation CRA
Concrete-Representational-Abstract (CRA)
involves students using manipulatives and
models
to
build
the
foundational
knowledge
needed
to
engage
in
mathematics at the symbolic level. CRA is
essential for conceptual understanding.
We are a family of educators who partners
with schools and districts to provide
customized professional development for
mathematics, social and emotional learning
(SEL), and best practices for all content
areas.
Our facilitators introduce and model the
strategies while participants take on the role
of students to actively engage in these
strategies.

Problem Solving with Polya
Students
commonly
with
FUN WITHstruggle
US
problem-solving,
and
teachers
often
struggle with adequately assisting. Polya's
problem-solving method is a scaffolded
technique that provides students with a
consistent paradigm for answering word
problems.

Polya's RACE
If students are going to complete
constructed LEARNING
responses in mathematics
proficiently, they need ongoing practice
and scaffolds. Similar to the RACE strategy
in ELA, Polya's RACE is a graphic organizer
that serves as a mathematics scaffold.
Polya's RACE is an excellent tool for
differentiating instruction and increasing
students' efficacy.

~Bianca H., Principal
F1NE-TUNE was tasked with delivering a
three-day professional learning on the
Concrete-Representational-Abstract
(CRA)
strategy, and they did not disappoint!
Khalilah was knowledgeable, energetic, and
very professional. Our teachers learned a
great deal and are implementing CRA
strategies in their classrooms!
~Tawanda H., Academic Coach

Gradually Releasing Students to Success
Gradual release is a scaffolded approach
that moves the responsibility of the learning
process from teacher to student. The
technique encourages teachers to assess
students at each stage to determine their
readiness to progress to the next learning
phase.

Talk It Up
Number talks are five- to fifteen-minute
discussions based on strategically chosen
computation problems that are solved
using mental math. The talks encourage
students to employ various strategies to
find their answers and communicate the
reasoning behind each mathematical step.

Visit us at www.f1ne-tune.com.

Do the Math Protocol
The facilitator will help DeKalb County
educators understand and engage in the
Do the Math Protocol. The purpose of the
protocol is to gain a better understanding
of mathematical tasks to prepare for
intentional and targeted instruction.
Three Times Is a Charm
The Three Read Protocol helps students
dissect and engage in word problems. The
method involves students reading a
problem stem three times while focusing
on a different aspect of the stem each time.
In the end, students can determine how
the word problem will end then make
calculations accordingly.

Finding Your Place
Teachers must have a firm foundation in
Number and Operations in Base Ten to
provide the necessary scaffolding and
differentiation to build place value mastery.
Participants will solve and discuss place
value problems plus attain strategies to
strengthen their instruction.

If you are looking for engaging math
professional learning that brings RESULTS,
sign up for F1NE-TUNE! After F1NE-TUNE, we
had 90% of our K-5 math classrooms using
CRA and Three Read Protocol at the
operational
or
exemplary
level.
The
confidence level of stakeholders increased,
which resulted in student improvement.
Thank you, F1NE-TUNE!
~Dr. Itaski A., Assistant Principal

It's All About the Data
Our students do not respond well to a onesize-fits-all method of teaching. We must
differentiate instruction to reach students
and raise their levels of achievement. This
session
addresses
how
to
facilitate
formative
assessments,
analyze
the
resulting data, then use the data to
individualize instruction.

The Polya's problem-solving training was
very informative. Many of my teachers
were new to the strategy, so they were
able to gain insight and tools to help them
in their classrooms. The teachers were
engaged during the session, and the
session allowed for great dialogue
amongst teachers. Overall, it was a very
enjoyable session.
~Erika K., Assistant Principal

Lead Me, Guide Me
Guided math can provide enrichment,
reinforcement, or remediation as the
teacher strategically puts students into
small groups to work on specific standards,
concepts, or skills. Participants will grasp
how to design their groups best to meet
students' individual learning needs.
Literacy: The Missing Component in the
Mathematics Classroom
Students must read and communicate
mathematics to be proficient problemsolvers. However, we often do not focus on
increasing
literacy
in
mathematics
classrooms.
This
session
will
equip
participants with vocabulary, reading, and
writing strategies to master mathematics.

Unpacking the SMPs
The Standards for Mathematical Practice
(SMPs) highlight the best methods for
building
proficient
problem-solvers.
However, the SMPs are not evident in many
classrooms due to inadequate training and
exposure. Participants will dissect the eight
standards and identify aligned learning
activities that will help produce capable
mathematicians.
A Socially Aware Mathematics Program
It
is
often
challenging
to
mesh
mathematics with SEL. How do we find the
balance
between
holding
students
accountable
for
their
mathematics
performance and understanding the social
and emotional challenges they face? The
facilitator will lead participants in a
purposeful discussion to help them better
process and find that delicate balance.

SEL
Our SEL sessions are grounded in the
comprehensive work of the Collaborative
for Academic, Social, and Emotional
Learning (CASEL).
A Case for SEL
This foundational session offers an
overview of SEL and highlights the
necessity of infusing it into our curricula.
The facilitator will present CASEL's five
competencies and model strategies
aligned with each.
We also provide sessions focusing on each
competency
in
CASEL's
framework.
Participants will go deeper in their
understanding of the competency and
engage in practical strategies for helping
students
develop
their
social
and
emotional skills in that area.

LET'S BEGIN OUR COLLABORATION!
770-545-5736
support@f1ne-tune.com
www.f1ne-tune.com
@f1netune
@f1ne_tune

The CASEL competencies are:
Self-Awareness- Understanding one's own
emotions, thoughts, and values and how
they influence behavior across contexts.
Self-Management- Understanding one's
emotions,
thoughts,
and
behaviors
effectively in different situations and to
achieve goals and aspirations.

CONNECT WITH OUR CEO
@Rita D. Williams, Ph.D.
@F1NE_RW

We facilitate sessions in:
Formative Assessments

Social Awareness- Understanding the
perspectives of and empathize with others,
including those from diverse backgrounds,
cultures, and contexts.
Relationship Skills- Establishing healthy
and supportive relationships and to
effectively navigate settings with diverse
individuals and groups.

BEST PRACTICES

Differentiated Instruction
Engagement Strategies
Data-Driven Instruction
Responsible
Decision-MakingMaking
caring and constructive choices about
personal behavior and social interactions
across diverse situations.

Gradual Release
Literacy Infusion
Marzano's High-Yield Strategies

